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ROSENTHAL, JULIUS C., General Manager, American Society of Composers, Authors 
and Publishers:—Membership of Society—Legal standing of Mr. Burkan respecting 
copyright law—Radio broadcasting in United States recognize that there is some legal 
restriction upon the use of copyrighted material—Broadcasting stations which have 
taken out licenses from the Society to present date—Fees—Privileges granted by 
licenses—Music publishers in United States—No royalty is paid upon a receiving set— 
Average cost of installing a broadcasting station, 230-233—Mr. Comb’s testimony 
referred to in respect to broadcasting—Radio broadcasters not entitled to take the 
property of an author any more than to take the tubes which they must buy—Case 
of a broadcasting station which infringed—Statement of “La Presse ’ representative re 
broadcasting for no profit, referred to—Reads paragraph in Form for License enabling 
stations operated by an educational, religious or charitable institution to use copy
righted compositions without having to pay royalties, 233-235—Manufacturers of records 
which give cash prizes to recoup certain losses—Case of programme picked up at 
Sayville by London, re-broadcasted to New York and from latter place transmitted to 
Chicago, 225-236—Effect of over-broadcasting of a song; concrete example given, 236.

SURVEYER, HON. JUSTICE EDOUARD FABRE, President, Montreal Branch (English 
Section), Canadian Authors’ Association:—Is of opinion that the copyright law as it 
now stands is detrimental to authors—A continuation of the licensing clauses in the 
statutes harm literary productions in Canada—Sensitiveness of authors who are musicians 
and artists regarding a square deal and danger of losing such asset—How authors are 
harmed financially by the licensing clauses—Would advise a compromise and let the 
licensing clauses apply to magazines only—Not prepared to answer questions relating 
to radio—Printers and typesetters—Licensing clauses fundamentally and morally wrong 
—The dime novel type of book productions published and illustrated sometimes not 
suitable to the author; gives example—Licensing clauses from the standpoint of 
publishers and authors, discussed—Why authors do not sometimes wish their earliest 
works to be republished—Canadian authors’ works sold in United States—The Minister’s 
control of publication under section 13 of the Act, considered, 204-212—Discusses the 
reported discrimination in favour of British-born authors residing in Canada as against 
Canadian-born authors with respect to the licensing clauses, 213-215.

SUTHERLAND, WALLACE A., Secretary and Manager, Toronto Typolhctae :—An organ
ization of employing printers—Strongly opposed to any change in the licensing clauses 
—Telegram from the Ryerson Press—The strike of 1901 and its effects, 45-46.

THOMPSON, ALFRED E., Canadian Representative, International Typographical Union 
of Canada:—Printing industry interested in the licensing clauses—Of opinion that 
amendments are not necessary at present time—Believes that cancelling of licensing 
clauses will simply mean the diversion of more printing to the United States, 66-67.

THOMPSON, GORDON V., General Manager, Leo Feist Limited :—Reads statement re 
part taken by witness in copyright legislation and his interest in the production of 
music—Protection of Canadian authors in United States copyrighting—Refers to Mr 
Berliner’s evidence re phonograph royalties—Control of words in songs—Only one royalty 
should be collected—Radio situation regarding music productions—The flow of United 
States broadcasting into Canada—Suggests a way whereby the author or composer could 
secure royalties, 167-176—Exclusive publishers of music—Understands that interpreta
tion given to the word “performance” applies to radio broadcasting—Where difficulties 
may lie in the collection of royalties—Frequent broadcasting of same song may affect 
its value, 177-182.


